Sensors' array of aspiration ion mobility spectrometer as a tool for bacteria discrimination.
The possibility of achieving bacterial discrimination using a miniaturized aspiration ion mobility spectrometer model ChemPro-100i (Environics Oy) has been tested by interrogating the headspace air samples above in vitro bacterial cultures of three species - Escherichia coli, Bacillus subtilis and Staphylococcus aureus, respectively. The ChemPro-100i highly integrated seven sensor array, composed of one a-IMS cell, three MOS (metal oxide sensors), one FET (field effect transistor) sensor and two SC (semiconductor) sensors, provided enough analytical information to discriminate between the three bacterial species. Statistical data processing using either principal component analysis (PCA) or partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) was accomplished. We concluded that although the data from the aspiration-type ion mobility sensor, with its 16 ion detectors, is absolutely sufficient to discriminate between various bacteria using their volatile compounds' chemical profile, the other six sensors deliver additional, valuable information.